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Relativistic many-body investigation of hyperfine interactions in excitedS states of alkali
metals: Francium and potassium
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To enhance the current understanding of mechanisms contributing to magnetic hyperfine interactions in
excited states of atomic systems, in particular, alkali-metal atom systems, the hyperfine fields in the excited
5 2S1/2–8

2S1/2 states of potassium and 82S1/2–12
2S1/2 states of francium atoms have been studied using the

relativistic linked-cluster many-body perturbation procedure. The net theoretical values of the hyperfine fields
for the excited states studied are in excellent agreement with available experimental data for both atoms. There
is a significant decrease in importance of the correlation contribution in going from the ground state to the
excited states, the correlation contributions as ratios of the direct contribution decreasing rapidly as one moves
to the higher excited states. However, the contribution from the exchange core polarization~ECP! effect is
nearly a constant fraction of the direct effect for all the excited states considered. Physical explanations are
offered for the observed trends in the contributions from the different mechanisms. A comparison is made of
the different contributing effects to the hyperfine fields in potassium and francium to those in the related
system, rubidium, studied earlier. Extrapolating from our results to the highly excited states of alkali-metal
atoms, referred to as the Rydberg states, it is concluded that in addition to the direct contribution from the
excited valence electron to the hyperfine fields, a significant contribution is expected from the ECP effect
arising from the influence of exchange interactions between electrons in the valence and core states.
@S1050-2947~97!07907-9#

PACS number~s!: 31.10.1z, 31.25.Jf, 31.30.Gs, 31.30.Jv
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I. INTRODUCTION

First-principle investigations@1,2# of the contributions to
the hyperfine interactions in the ground states of alkali-m
atoms by the linked-cluster many-body perturbation the
procedure have provided accurate quantitative explanat
of the experimental data in these systems. They have
provided an understanding of the trends followed by the c
tributions from different physical mechanisms contributi
to the hyperfine field in going from the lightest to heavie
alkali-metal atoms. On the other hand, there have not b
many first-principle investigations carried out for hyperfi
interactions in excited states.

The development of very useful experimental techniq
@3–6# for their study has made the understanding of the
perfine properties of excited states of alkali-metal atoms
sume major importance as accurate data have become a
able in the excited states@3,7,8#. With the availability of the
experimental data, it is useful to carry out calculations in
excited states not only to explain theoretically these exp
mental values, but also to examine the trends in contributi
from different physical mechanisms in going over the diffe
ent excited states of the alkali-metal atoms. Such studies
expected to provide, in some respects, more physically in
pretable trends than that observed in going over the gro
states of different alkali-metal atoms@1,2# since the core
states now belonging to the same atom can be considere
vary relatively less in going from one system to the ne
which in the present case refer to atomic states with a
lence electron in different excited states. In the present w
561050-2947/97/56~1!/305~5!/$10.00
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we have carried out, using the relativistic linked-clus
many-body perturbation theory~RLCMBPT! @9#, systematic
studies of hyperfine interactions on the excited states of
tassium and francium for which accurate experimental d
are currently available for a number of excited sta
@3,7,8,10#.

In addition to attempting to attain a better understand
of the contributions from different mechanisms to hyperfi
properties and their trends over different excited states, th
were a number of other motivations for the present study
excited states of potassium and francium. One was to st
how the various contributions varied as one went to
highly excited states, referred to in the literature as Rydb
states. In particular, one would like to see if the other mec
nisms such as exchange core polarization and many-b
effects become negligible in importance and the direct c
tribution resembles that due to a hydrogen atom. Second
recent work@11#, it has been found that for Ra1 ions, many-
body contributions to the hyperfine constants for exci
states had a negative sign. This is remarkable because i
studies of ground states of alkali-metal atoms and alk
earth ions the correlation contribution to the hyperfine int
action has always been found to be positive. In trying
explain the origin of the negative correlation contribution f
Ra1, it was felt that it would be helpful to study this contr
bution for the excited states of the isoelectronic neutral fr
cium atom as well as potassium to examine if the cor
sponding signs for the neutral atoms are always positive
has been found earlier for rubidium@6#. A third motivation
for studying the hyperfine interactions for excited states
305 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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the alkali-metal atoms is that one can infer from them
expected importance of the various contributions to the
perfine fields related to Knight shifts@12# in nuclear mag-
netic resonance measurements in the corresponding a
metals, which are difficult to obtain quantitatively in the m
tallic systems.

In Sec. II the basic aspects of the relativistic many-bo
perturbation procedure@1,2,9# that we have used are given
Some of the details pertinent to the application of the pro
dure to the excited states are briefly discussed. The impo
diagrams describing the physical mechanisms contributin
the hyperfine interaction are also presented in this section
Sec. III the contributions from the important diagrams in o
RLCMBPT investigation of the hyperfine fields for th
5s–8s 2S1/2 states of potassium~K! and 8s–12s 2S1/2 states
of francium ~Fr! are presented. These results are discus
with respect to both a comparison with corresponding res
in the excited states of Rb obtained in earlier investigati
@13# and the nature of the agreement between the net ca
lated hyperfine constants obtained by combining the con
butions from the various mechanisms and the experime
values for the excited states of K@3,8,10# and Fr @7#. We
shall also discuss in this section the relative importance
the contributions from different mechanisms and the tre
followed by them over the different excited states. The m
conclusions from our work are given in Sec. IV and t
expected natures of the various mechanisms contributin
the highly excited Rydberg states are discussed.

II. PROCEDURE

The RLCMBPT procedure employed in our present wo
on excited states of potassium and francium has been ex
sively used in the literature to calculate various properties
a number of atomic systems. The major aspects of the th
have been described in detail in earlier papers@1,2,9#. We
shall therefore give only a brief summary of the theory
the sake of completeness and to provide the background
some points in the discussion of our results in Sec. III.

The RLCMBPT procedure essentially evaluates the
pectation value of the hyperfine operator over the exact r
tivistic eigenfunction of the atomic many-particle Ham
tonian obtained@9# using the linked-cluster expansion
perturbation theory starting with the relativistic Hartree-Fo
Hamiltonian as zeroth order. The occupied states includ
the valence and core states are generated by the relativ
Hartree-Fock procedure@14# in which the potential em-
ployed is referred to as theVN potential @9#. The excited
states needed for application of perturbation theory are g
erated using theVN21 potential @1,2,9# based on the occu
pied core states obtained by the relativistic Hartree-Fock p
cedure and omitting the self-Coulomb and self-excha
potential associated with the valence electron. TheVN21 po-
tential is used because it is physically more meaning
@1,9,13# for the excited states, providing a potential th
looks, at large distances for neutral atoms, as if it ari
effectively from a single positive charge at the nucleus
contrast to essentially a zero potential for theVN potential.
The result is that the spectrum of excited states is richer
the VN21 potential involving bound as well as continuu
excited states, in contrast to only continuum states for
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VN potential, leading to much faster convergence@1,9,13# in
perturbation theory when theVN21 potential is used. For the
particle~unoccupied! states of particularl we generate bound
states with principal quantum numbern up to and including
n512 and 15 continuum states with energies correspond
to the mesh points of a 15-point Gauss-Laguerre quadra
formula @15#. Since in earlier work@16,17# the Coulomb po-
tential associated with the volume distribution of the nucle
charge has been shown to have a significant influence on
hyperfine interaction especially for the heavy atoms, we h
used a model of a uniform charged sphere for the nucle
the total nuclear chargeze being uniformly distributed
throughout the volume of a sphere with a radius
1.2A1/3 fm, A being the mass number of the nucleus.

The individual terms in the expansion are expressed
diagrams@1# and can be associated with specific physi
effects @1,2,9#. The algebraic expressions associated w
various diagrams, used in their evaluation, have been
cussed in the literature@1,2,9,13#. Typical diagrams that rep
resent the various physical effects~the direct, exchange cor
polarization, and correlation terms! are shown in Fig. 1. Fig-
ure 1~a! is the diagrammatic representation of the direct
zeroth-order Hartree-Fock contribution, arising from the u
paired spin valence electron. The exchange core polariza
~ECP! effect is represented in Fig. 1~b!. This effect repre-
sents the influence of the preferential exchange interac
between the valence electron and the core electrons with
parallel to the former, leading to a net spin density at
nucleus due to the core electrons. Any diagram in which t
electrons are simultaneously excited belongs to the family
many-body or correlation diagrams. Thus the major corre
tion diagram in Fig. 1~c! represents simultaneous excitatio
of the valencems electron and a coren electron to unoccu-
pied statesj andk through their mutual interaction, a secon
such interaction leaving only the valence electron exci
and contributing to the hyperfine constant. Figure 1~d! is the
exchange counterpart of Fig. 1~c!, the excitation of electrons
in statesms andn being followed by an exchange of role
between the excited statesj andk.

We would like to make some remarks about the on

FIG. 1. Zero-, first-, and second-order diagrams contributing
direct, exchange core polarization, and correlation contribution
the hyperfine interactions in potassium and francium excited sta
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TABLE I. Contributions to the hyperfine field~in tesla! at 39K from excited states in potassium from
different mechanisms.

State Direct ECP Corr.
ECP
Direct

Corr.
Direct Total Expt.a

4 2S1/2 37.60 7.73 11.38 0.24 0.30 56.71 58.02
5 2S1/2 9.96 2.35 1.71 0.24 0.17 14.02 13.95
6 2S1/2 3.78 1.12 0.62 0.29 0.16 5.52 5.48
7 2S1/2 2.12 0.54 0.26 0.25 0.12 2.92 2.71
8 2S1/2 1.16 0.28 0.14 0.24 0.12 1.58 1.50

aReferences@3, 8, 10#.
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electron basis functions used in the evaluation of the d
grams before presenting our results for the excited state
potassium and francium. The unperturbed determinant
the atomic ground state 42S1/2 of potassium, for example, i
built out of the one-electron wave functionwn corresponding
to the core states and the 4s valence state, allms states with
m.4 being considered excited orbitals. The excited 52S1/2
state, however, is represented by a determinantF0 made up
of the same core state orbitals, but with 5s, instead of 4s,
being the valence state function. Consequently, in additio
the ms.5s states corresponding to the excited states,
4s state is also considered as an exciteds state in carrying
out the evaluation of the perturbation diagrams. The la
feature is a consequence of the fact that even though
one-electron state 4s has an energy lower than the 5s state in
the 52S1/2 multiplet state, it is empty and thus available as
‘‘excited’’ or particle state in the diagrams o
many-body theory. Similarly, for the 62S1/2, 7

2S1/2, and
8 2S1/2 states, the set of exciteds states are,
respectively, (4s,5s,7s,8s,...), (4s,5s,6s,8s,9s,...), and
(4s,5s,6s,7s,9s,10s,...). The higher-angular-momentum
states (4p,5p,6p,...), (3d,4d,5d,...), (4f ,5f ,6f ,...), and
(5g,6g,7g,...) in the VN21 potential chosen are the one
electron excitedp, d, f , andg, states, respectively, for th
multiplet statesm 2S1/2 ~m55, 6, 7, and 8!, just as in the
case of the ground state 42S1/2. Correspondingly, for fran-
cium, the unperturbed many-electron excited 82S1/2 state is
represented by a determinant that is made up of the s
core state orbitals as in the case of the many-electron gro
7 2S1/2 state, but with the 8s as the valence state. The 7s as
well asms.8s states are now considered as excited sta
for perturbation calculations for the 82S1/2 state. Similar to
the case of potassium, in the Fr atom, the 7s state is lower in
energy than the 8s state in the 82S1/2 multiplet state;
however, it is empty and therefore available as an ‘‘exci
state.’’ In the same way for the 92S1/2, 102S1/2,
11 2S1/2, and 122S1/2 multiplet states, the set of excite
s states is (7s,8s,10s,11s,...), (7s,8s,9s,11s,12s,...),
(7s,8s,9s,10s,12s,...), and (7s,8s,9s,10s,11s,13s,...), re-
spectively, the higher-angular-momentum excited states
ing the same as for the many-electron ground 72S1/2 state. In
addition to the fact that it is important to use for the excit
states in perturbation diagrams the unoccupied basis stat
theVN21 potential, there are some questions of detail as
which occupied states should be used to obtain theVN21

potential because we are dealing with the hyperfine prop
for excited many-electron states. Thus, considering
8 2S1/2 state, the most accurate procedure would be to g
-
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erate all the occupied states in the Hartree-Fock approxi
tion with the valence electron in the excited 8s state and then
use this valence electron state wave function and the c
wave functions to create theVN21 potential in which to gen-
erate the unoccupied states. This would, however, be un
time consuming when one wants to study a number of m
electron excited states. In this connection, in our earlier w
involving many-electron excited states of Ra1 ion @11#, the
time-saving approximation was made of using the same c
wave functions as for the ground 72S1/2 configuration and
the correspondingVN21 potential was used to determine th
excited states, employing the 8s state in this potential as th
occupied valence state. The calculated hyperfine cons
with this approach differed by less than 1% compared to t
obtained using the occupied and unoccupied states d
mined for the 82S1/2 configuration. We have therefore use
this time-saving procedure for all the excited configuratio
studied for potassium and francium.

Before concluding this section we would like to make o
more remark about the procedure used. The evaluation o
diagrams in RLCMBPT requires a complete set of ba
functions not only in terms of the principal quantum numbe
n for the bound excited states and the number of continu
states, but also the angular-momentum quantum numbel
for the bound and continuum excited states. The nature of
convergence with respect tol observed in earlier work@9# in
ground states of alkali-metal atoms indicated that it was s
ficient to use up tog states in evaluating the diagrams, whic
is followed here.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main results of our investigation of the hyperfi
fields for the excited states of potassium and francium w
now be presented and discussed. The various contribution
the hyperfine fieldsHdirect, HECP, andHcorr at the nucleus
for Fr and K from our investigation are listed in Tables I a
Tables II, respectively. Also listed for ready reference are
experimental results for the hyperfine fields in the sta
where they are available. We will first compare our theore
cally obtained results with experiment and then proceed
analyze the trends observed in the variation of the contri
tions from direct, ECP, and correlation effects in going fro
the ground to the highest multiplet statem 2S1/2 studied. We
shall also compare these contributions, especially as f
tions of direct contributions, with the results for Rb excite
states ~Table III! that have been obtained earlier by th
present theory. The first rows in Tables I–III represent
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TABLE II. Contributions to the hyperfine fields~in tesla! at 212Fr from excited states in francium from
different mechanisms.

State Direct ECP Corr.
ECP
Direct

Corr.
Direct Total Expt.a

7 2S1/2 456.10 75.30 123.80 0.17 0.27 655.20
8 2S1/2 126.84 18.84 21.78 0.15 0.17 167.46
9 2S1/2 50.74 7.54 6.94 0.15 0.14 65.22
10S1/2 24.83 3.82 2.66 0.15 0.11 31.31 33.72
11S1/2 13.16 2.10 0.91 0.16 0.07 16.17 18.92
12S1/2 7.24 1.13 0.31 0.16 0.04 8.68

aReferences@6, 7#.
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results for the ground states, which are listed here for
sake of comparison with the excited multipletm 2S1/2 states.

From Tables I and II it can be seen that for both pot
sium and francium the largest contribution comes from
direct effect for both the ground states and the excited sta
This contribution ranges from 66% of the experimental va
in the ground state to 77% in the highest excited st
(8 2S1/2) considered for K and 69.6% of experimental val
in the ground state to 83.4% in the highest excited s
(12 2S1/2) in Fr. The third columns in both tables give th
ECP contribution for each system. The correlation contri
tions are shown in the fourth columns of both tables and
net sums of contributions from all the physical mechanis
in the seventh columns. The fifth and sixth columns pres
the ratios of the ECP and correlation contributions to
direct contribution and the experimental data for the net
perfine constants are given in the eighth column. A comp
son of our net calculated hyperfine fields with the availa
experimental data from Tables I and II shows very go
agreement between theory and experiment, in the range
98% for the excited states of potassium and 95–98%
francium. This good agreement obtained between the th
retical and experimental hyperfine fields provides confide
in the accuracy of the contributions from individual mech
nisms.

We shall now discuss the trends observed in the contr
tions from different mechanisms in going from the grou
state to the excited states. From our results in Table I for
the direct contribution decreases continuously as one mo
from the ground state to the higher excited states, the s
trend being also observed for Fr~Table II!. This is of course
expected since the valence orbital gets progressively
bound as one goes to higher excited states. However
though there is this decrease as one goes to the excited s
e
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the direct contributions progressively represent an increa
fraction of the total hyperfine field, as a result of the com
nation of ECP and correlation effects becoming decreas
fractions of the total hyperfine field as seen from Table
and II. A principal reason for this trend is that the tw
mechanisms of ECP and correlation contributions repres
effects produced by the interactions between the valence
the core electrons. As we go to successively higher exc
states, the valence electron becomes more loosely bound
its effective separation from the core electrons increases.
interaction between the core and valence electrons there
decreases and this results in a decrease or weaker pert
tion associated with the ECP and correlation effects.

It can also be seen from Tables I and II that the ra
HECP/Hdirect as a function of the principal quantum numbe
of the excited states is nearly a constant for both atoms.
cause for this near constancy ofHECP/Hdirect is that both the
direct density at the nucleus due to the valence electron
sponsible forHdirect and its overlap with the core states r
lated to the valence-core exchange interaction leading
HECP decrease with higher excitations of the valence stat

The correlation contributionHcorr is seen from Tables I
and II to fall rapidly in value as one goes to the high
excited states. More meaningful are the ratios of the ma
body contributions to the direct results, name
Hcorr/Hdirect. This ratio, unlike that of ECP, undergoes
rapid decrease for both K and Fr in going to higher exci
states, the ratio for the ground 42S1/2 state of K being 30%,
while for the highest excited state studied (82S1/2) it is only
12%. In Fr,Hcorr/Hdirect decreases from 27% in the groun
state (72S1/2) to as low as 4% in the highest excited sta
(12 2S1/2) studied. The explanation of this decrease
higher excited valence states can be considered as ar
TABLE III. Contributions to the hyperfine field~in tesla! at 87Rb from excited states in rubidium from
different mechanisms.

State Directa ECPa Corr.a
ECP
Direct

Corr.
Direct Totala Expt.b

5 2S1/2 80.6 13.9 29.6 0.17 0.36 123.4 122.2
6 2S1/2 21.2 3.4 4.7 0.16 0.22 29.3 28.9
7 2S1/2 8.7 1.4 1.4 0.16 0.16 11.5 11.4
8 2S1/2 4.4 0.7 0.5 0.16 0.11 5.6 5.7

aReference@13#.
bReference@6#.
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from the weakening of the van der Waals type of pair cor
lation interaction@1,2,9# between the core and valence ele
trons due to the larger effective separation between the
for the excited valence states. The higher excited states a
course more deformable than the lower ones and the gro
state and this would tend to enhance the correlation co
bution. The observed rapid decrease inHcorr/Hdirect in Tables
I and II indicates that the effect of the increasing separa
between the valence and core electrons as one goes to h
excited states dominates over the influence of the increa
deformability of the valence electron and this determines
direction of the trend in correlation effects. These featu
obtained in both K and Fr are all similar to those observed
Table III from earlier work on Rb@13# and suggest that th
general nature of the conclusions in the present work wo
apply to all alkali-metal atoms.

IV. CONCLUSION

The investigations in this paper on the excited states
neutral atoms of K and Fr and earlier on Rb have shown
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for those states where experimental data are available,
obtains very good agreement between experiment
theory. However, this happens only after one includes s
nificant contributions from exchange core polarization a
correlation effects in addition to direct contributions, provi
ing support for the accuracy of our results for these la
contributions.

The trends found in the exchange core polarization a
correlation contributions to the hyperfine field suggest t
even for highly excited states such as the Rydberg states
core electrons cannot be approximated as essentially n
tive point charges at the nuclear site, reducing the effec
charge experienced by the valence electron to that due
single positive charge as appears to be the case for the e
gies of these states. One has instead to consider the det
interactions of the core electrons with the valence electro
least for the exchange effect leading to the exchange c
polarization contribution to the hyperfine field. It would b
helpful to have experimental results for the Rydberg sta
for K, Fr, and Rb, and indeed all the alkali-metal atoms,
verify this conclusion.
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